
Opportunity Set UW N OW Change Conviction

Sovereign Increased "Transitory" inflation narrative to affect short end of the yield curve. Interest Rate Risk lowered using Inflation Linked Bonds for 1/3 of the exposure.

HY Sterling High yield remains viable with tight credit spreads and risk premia. Liquidity and lending terms favourable for HY sector 

Corp Sterling Corp Increased High quality corporate bonds with duration under 5y. Reduce interest rate risk and credit duration risk. Credit spreads to pre pandemic levels 

North America Reduced S&P 500 index making new All Time High (4350-4500 envelope) with faltering momentum - we expect a correction in the short term. 

Equity - UK Reduced Equities tethered to US equity market (on the downside). Whilst we remain bullish on equities for long term - we see downside risk increased in the short term 

Japan Fed's policies add pressure on BOJ to keep accommodative monetary policies and that Japan has recovered from the Pandemic quicker than most of Asia. Japan at an inflection point - lead with ESG and Corp governance

Emerging Markets Reduced New variant and low vaccination uptake has lead to cutting on our EM growth expectations. We view EM markets to struggle, especially when the developed markets go through a correction. 

Europe X UK Reduced Reduced to take advantage of a short term correction in the equity markets. We still favour higher beta markets and the reopening theme in the long run. 

Asia Pac X Japan Asia Excluding Japan suffers from the similar issues as GEMS.  Pandemic situation in SE Asia threatens the index's recovery 

Infrastructure Global Infrastructure Infrastructure sector set to see notable growth based on US's renewed commitment to infrastructure spending. 

Real Estate Real Estate Equity Real estate equities to benefit from reopening. Exposure to UK and European sector equities with no residential or illiquid exposure 

Commodity Gold Inflation and weak dollar to help Gold - we expect inflation to run hot and precious metals are ultimate store of value. This should help Gold prices to appreciate in the next twelve months 

Cash Cash Cash levels ~ 6-8%. To be deployed on correction 

Inflation Security of supply Inflationary pressure building- we expect inflation to run hot in Q3/Q4, resulting in yield curve moves

Future World Sustainable world Digitisation, Ageing world, Sustainability - Healthcare and sustainable energy will be the key focus. 

Look East New growth areas We expect Asia, especially Japan and China to perform well in the post Covid world. We have downgraded our short-term expectations of emerging market's growth. 

Recovery Covid reopening Value and  sector equities such as energy and leisure set to out perform in the post covid world.

* The above views are as at the end of August 2021 Underweight                   Neutral                      Overweight

* ABP Asset Allocation is independent of Strategic Benchmark. The Under/Over weights relative to MSCI ACWI differ across the Alpha Beta risk buckets. 
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Important Information:

This document has been prepared and issued by Alpha Beta Partners which is a trading name of AB Investment Solutions Limited who are authorised and regulated by Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). Retail clients  should not rely on any of the information provided in this document and should seek assistance 

from a Financial Adviser for all investment guidance and advice.

The information and opinions contained in this document are subject to updating and verification and may be subject to amendment. The information and opinions do not purport to be full or complete.No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or limited, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the 

information or opinions contained in this document by Alpha Beta partners and AB Investment Solutions Limited. No liability is accepted by such persons for the accuracy or completeness of any such information or opinions. As such, no reliance may be placed express or  limited, is given as to the accuracy or 

completeness of the information or opinions contained in this document by Alpha Beta partners and AB Investment for any purpose in the information or opinions contained in this  document.
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Summary: Vaccination drive across the globe remains strong. The new delta variant is spreading in the developed economies with data pointing to more than 80% new cases in the UK and the US of the said variant. Vaccine efficacy remains a question for now against this variant. World GDP 

recovery on track with some data weaker than expected such as UK's GDP but it remains on track for reopening and growth for now. Unemployment data points to a stable % where there is not a dramatic decrease or increase in unemployment, helping the Fed exploit the creative ambiguity and 

keep the monetary policy from tightening. PBOC, owning to the recent stock market rout and expected slowdown in China has reduced their RRR - keeping the monetary policy loose for now. The FOMC meeting in June reiterated  No rate rises till 2023 stance and in recent Fed Speak Chair 

Powell has categorically ruled out any tapering in an imminent future. Which, of course keeps the bond demand intact, and prevents the yields from exploding even though the market is pricing in a 2.5%+ breakeven in the short end, resulting in a negative real yield up to 10yr tenor. The recent 

CPI data points to a 5.4% YOY increase and most of it due to energy prices. Shelter and rent increases are slow to sample and will find their way to Q3 CPI numbers. This unnecessary bond purchasing programme points to an inflation problem that is partially reflected in the data (breakeven etc). 

The US equities have been over priced fundamentally and now technically in an overbought area with a divergence on our momentum indicator. Taking a mosaic approach, if inflation data starts to reflect the underlying trends in Q3, dollar already in 92ish, yields down (comparatively), with 

equities at an All Time High with fading momentum, can lead to a healthy correction. Any such correction is probably going to invite a further response from the Fed. The UK and European equities are not in an overbought position, however any correction in the US markets will have 

consequences on markets across the world. The US equities are in our target bracket of 4350-4600 for this year and technical & fundamental indicators warrant a reduction in exposure. 

Short term - reduce equity exposure, increase cash 

Medium to Long term - US/UK/European equities remain favourable, deploy cash once correction is underway

* Thematic allocation using active managers in Core Plus, Ethical, SRI and Sustainable portfolios.


